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GUNTHY

The value of our
community
In late 2016, when I first developed Gunbot, the first product
for the Gunthy community, I didn't expect it to go viral
overnight. Maybe it was helped by the magic of Christmas,
since Gunbot v.0.1 was released 24 December 2016 at
Midnight UTC. Maybe it was helped by luck, since Gunbot
became available just before a large crypto bubble started.
However, after 2 years of dedicated persistence and tireless
devotion with Gunbot customers, developers and staff, I can
state without hesitation that the real value of Gunbot has
come, not from holiday timing or simple luck, but rather from
its own community.
Every single aspect of Gunbot reflects a customer request or
need. Every strategy, setting, and feature has been
implemented, tested and deployed because one or more
users requested it. With a professional development team, a
beta testing room 300 members strong, world class support
staff, and a robust sales and distribution channel, we delivered
support for the highest volume exchanges and a steady,
smart and continuous implementation of new features, all to
support a clean and friendly community of professional and
novice traders covering over 47 countries. This has propelled
Gunbot to reach over 200 customers during its first month,
more than 4000 during its first year and over 10000 at its
second birthday: 24 December of 2018.
I personally thank the Gunbot community for helping with the
aim to build the perfect money machine.
-- Gunthar De Niro
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The value for our
community
GUNTHY ERC-20 TOKEN
GUNTHY TOKEN monetizes licenses.
Each Gunbot user receives 100 GUNTHY
per licensed API Master key.

GUNTHY TOKEN is not a security. Our holders
do not receive shares from Gunthy products.

Gunbot licenses can be bought and sold
using GUNTHY TOKEN.

GUNTHY TOKEN is tradable on all ERC-20
DEXs, and has been submitted as ERC-20
token to all Gunbot-supported exchanges as
well as 121 other exchanges. We constantly
update the exchange list at https://gunthy.org
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The value to our
community
There is nothing better than to add value
to your trading strategies with a tested,
emotionless and straightforward software:
Enter Gunbot, the first born of the Gunthy
family. 100+ available indicators, over 37
customizable strategies that can be
combined in any fashion, Renko, Heikini
Hashi and legacy candlesticks,
TradingView integration, TradingView
customized backtesting, Telegram
interface to manage your bot, Dollar Cost
Averaging, Stop Limit orders and Reversal
Trading to accumulate assets, Margin
Trading on supported exchanges with up
to 100X leverage and a responsive web
GUI. This and more makes Gunbot the
most advanced Artificial Intelligence you
can use to automate your trades and
remove the worst enemy to your wallet:
emotions.
Gunbot already had value as software;
now, we added an extra value: monetary
value, tradable itself. Having a market
price, it grows with market demands and it
grows in value as the software expands to
more and more platforms, algorithms,
strategies, an exchanges.

GUNBOT: EMOTIONLESS TRADING
How is this implemented? Introducing
GUNTHY TOKEN: each licensed copy of
Gunbot software can be bought and sold
with GUNTHY TOKEN. When users
purchase GUNTHY TOKEN, a copy of
Gunbot is immediately deliverable and it is
tied to their GUNTHY wallet. As long as
the user’s wallet holds 100 GUNTHY for
each exchange they would like
authorized, Gunbot will work for them,
24/7. Not only can users trade
cryptocurrencies with Gunbot; now users
can trade Gunbot itself with GUNTHY.

When users decide to trade their Gunbot
license, all they need to do is to sell their
GUNTHY TOKEN at market price.
Easy, straightforward and profitable: use
your Gunbot copy and profit from your
trades and when you decide to stop your
trading operations, hold your GUNTHY
TOKEN and profit from its growing value
at exchanges or sell it at higher value
than what you bought it for.

GUNTHY: EMOTIONLESS PROFIT
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Issuer: GUNTHY LTD - 71-75, Shelton Street, Covent Garden, London, United Kingdom, WC2H 9JQ
Contract: https://etherscan.io/address/0x3684b581db1f94b721ee0022624329feb16ab653

Total supply: 400M

For support, further inquiries or reports, contact us via email, Telegram, or on the web:

www.gunthy.org
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admin@gunthy.org

gunthardeniro

